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SHUBHAM SHISHODIA 
 Gram : Dhaulana , Post : Dhaulana , District : Ghaziabad 

 9548139770 | shubhamshishodia792@gmail.com

CAREER OBJECTIVE

I want to dynamic and global career and the role of electronic engineer .

EDUCATION

RD engineering college ghaziabad
Btech

 60%
 2018

RSS inter college Dhaulana
Intermediate 

 70.88%
 2013

EXPERIENCE

Scientific instrumental limited
Technical engineer
I were Learn many basic electronic instruments example gate, circuits, transistor, transfer, 
inverter and other many instruments I were their electronics engineer that is my role.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

The knowledge of Scientific instruments and basic knowledge of computer system and 
good communication skills

PROJECTS

Auto bumper car

The material used in bumper car is plastic cover reinforce by a bar steel, fiberglass , 
composite, plastic aluminium. The additional components specier bar, is energy 
absorbed. The bumper car protect is the equipment on your car such as haidlight, taillight, 
hood and exhausted cooling system. The component all expensive to replace, and a 
bumper can eliminate the of repairing them. The bumper car work is reduce the physical 
damage and the front and rear vehicle in low speed crushes. The bumper car designed to 
protect the , trunk, grill, , exhausted the cooling system. The bumper car is shield ussaly 
made of steel, aluminum, rubber and plastic. This is the description of auto bumper car.

ACHIEVEMENTS & AWARDS

First division award in intermediate and the achieved trophy in cricket tournament.



Date :  08/02/2019
 Place : Noida

SHUBHAM SHISHODIA
 
 
 

PERSONAL PROFILE

Date of Birth : 01/11/1998

Marital Status : Single

Nationality : Indian

Known 
Languages : English, hindi

Hobby : Travelling, playing cricket, watching movies, reading books and listening 
music and dancing.

Passport : No

INDUSTRIAL EXPOSURE

Scientific instrumental limited, btech (electronic and communication engineering) and 
good communication skills

INTERESTS

Technical and non voice and software work field
 


